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WELCOME TO

ON THE MARK
I am writing this on the eve of our first new project introduction in 2022; Sole Cawston, a perfectly suited 45 

residential unit mixed use project located in downtown Kelowna by LiveEdge Okanagan Builders. Our very 

strategic and compressed campaign looks to be a success with over 90% of the homes spoken for at overall 

record setting values. What we are most proud of is the impressive involvement of our local co-operating 

realtor partners who will be responsible for the majority of the sales. This “market appetizer” is confirming 

our estimations that the overall interest in the Okanagan market remains very high even in light of some 

headwinds starting to pick up. 

Speaking of headwinds, did anyone think it was realistic to continue the market pace we realized in the 

past 18 months? We didn’t think so. Our senior team’s collective experience (well over 100 years) has gained 

insight and wisdom from at least a few key market cycles. As we gaze through our crystal ball and apply 

that wisdom to thoughtful and intelligent discussions there is a recurring theme…we’re located in the 

strongest real estate market in Canada! That would have been an impossible statement even just 10 years 

ago, but think about it. The past two years made the focus of where and how you live more important than 

ever. Did someone say “over 2000 hours of annual sunshine”? Lakes, mountains, skiing, golf and wine. And 

more practically Kelowna and the Okanagan truly have economic footing anchored and diversified through 

Technology, Education, Tourism, Healthcare, Aerospace and Agriculture. Alberta appears to be bucking 

trends and firing on all cylinders again which always bodes well for Okanagan real estate demand. I could 

go on but I think you get the picture. There are headwinds coming, however we feel that no other region 

in the country is better prepared to ride out uncertain times than the Okanagan. It’s no wonder we are 

Canada’s fastest growing metro area!

For 2022 we are working diligently with our valued development partners to introduce nearly 1000 new 

homes across eight different projects. Development challenges are a reality and so are strategic adjustments 

in expectations and velocity. Our periscope sees continued demand and low inventory pressures while our 

development partners continue to sharpen their pencils, so those looking to hedge the future through a 

presale purchase will be rewarded.  

At Epic we are ideally positioned to help our development partners take advantage of this market window. 

Coming out of the 2021 market we stepped back, refocussed and retooled our organization to be ready for 

2022. Internally we grew our team to nearly 30 members through key appointments in marketing, sales and 

operations. The addition of this talent has been coupled with our adoption of our new business operating 

process by implementing Entrepreneurial Operating Systems ® (EOS). Ask me about it…i’d be happy to share!

SHANE STYLES | EPIC REAL ESTATE SOLUTIONS INC.
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OVERALL

MARKET SUMMARY
2021 Q4 AND 2022 Q1 - NEW HOME MARKET

The sale activity observed over the last two quarters has decreased substantially when compared to our last 

survey conducted, 2021 Q2 & Q3. 379 presale sales were observed within the Greater Kelowna region and 

when you include Lake Country this number grows slightly to 397 sales with respect the last two quarters. This 

equates to presale sales effectively decreasing -71%, or 945 sales, when compared to observations made in 

our last survey (2021 Q2 and Q3) for the Greater Kelowna region. Similar to our last survey the lack of supply, 

or should we say “lack of right supply”, has continued to apply upward on pressure on pricing. Additionally, 

based off of the velocity the projects have been selling out it begs the question “Did you leave anything on the 

table?”  or “Did you underprice?”. 

103 new High Rise sales were recorded over the last 6 months. This figure represents a decrease of 532 units, 

or -84%, when compared to the great success we witnessed in 2021 Q2 & Q3 for this segment.  Although this 

seems a bit disconcerting it may not seem to be what it appears. We had some very successful launches of 

towers within the previous survey (2021 Q2 & Q3) which saw a lot of the lower priced inventory being purchased 

quickly. In contrast, within this survey we are left with the remaining inventory, which anecdotally is usually the 

more expensive inventory, to appease purchasers until our next survey; which is anticipated to have some 

exciting new projects that will inject some much-needed supply. 

The Low Rise segment has seen 42 presale sales which represents a decrease of 440 units, or -91%, compared 

to our last survey for the Greater Kelowna region. Similar to the High Rise product by means of project launches 

have taken place in this survey for this segment. With that being said, the majority of projects that have seen 

absorptions are just selling remaining inventory. Anecdotally developers and marketers are capitalizing on 

this lack of supply by increasing prices to keep pace with demand. Some notable projects to look forward to in 

the next survey for this segment are: Sole Cawston by Live Edge, Prima on Lawson by Lorval Developments, 

and Five Crossings by Millennial Developments.

             

The Attached wall segment for the Greater Kelowna region saw 234 presale sales which represents an in 

increase of 27 units or growth of 16% when compared to our last survey. On average 39 presale attached 

wall style units were absorbed each month during 2021 Q4 & 2022 Q1. Additionally, attached wall presale 

product was the only segment that saw growth compared to our last survey conducted in 2021 Q2 & Q3. 

Anecdotally, this was due in part to some very successful launches and phases being released primarily 

within West Kelowna. This segment, similar to the others, has experienced quite significant price growth 

due in part to the supply shortage we find ourselves in within the Okanagan. 
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OVERALL

MARKET SUMMARY

Q4 2021 and Q1 2022 OVERALL RESALE MARKET OBSERVATIONS

Within this survey of the Greater Kelowna region and Lake Country we observed a total of 766 newer multifamily 

resale homes that were absorbed between 2021 Q4 and the end of 2022 Q1. This is down 24% when compared 

to newer sales observed in our last survey that looked at absorptions that took place in 2021 Q2 & Q3. Resales 

are up 16% for High Rise condominiums up (86 to 100 units), down 32% for Low Rise condominiums (619 to 422 

units), and down 19% for attached wall (301 to 244 units), when compared to absorptions observed in 2021 Q2 

& Q3. When looking at overall active listing in West Kelowna to Lake Country we observed 225 listings of newer 

homes, this was only a slight decrease (-5%, or 12 units) when looking our snapshot of resale inventory taken at 

the end of September 2021.

Q4 2021 and Q1 2022 OVERALL MARKET OBSERVATION AND OPINIONS

The last six month have been suppressed with regards to presale sales for the Greater Kelowna region and 

Lake Country, due in part to no substantial phase or project launches (supply injections), with the attached wall 

segment being an exception. Interestingly, the Low and High-Rise segments seem to be positioning launches 

and phase releases to align with more pre covid seasonality Spring/Summer launches) while the attached wall 

segment did not seem to “let the foot off the gas”, and released product fairly consistently over the course 

of our survey. An interesting trend we have noticed is some builder/developers are now opting to build out 

and sell fully completed units in an effort to stay ahead of the “curve” due in part to rising construction costs 

and the significant price growth we have seen during the pandemic.  Looking ahead, the lack of supply and 

sheer desirability of the Greater Kelowna region led us to have an optimistic view of the housing market for all 

segments for the immediate short-term future. Anecdotally and looking more long term, rising interest rates 

and other potential government taxation policies could impact specific price segments so researching your 

price and market positioning will be your key to a successful project. 

New Home Aggregates Q4 2021 - Q2 2022

High Rise Low Rise Attached Wall TOTAL

Total Sales 103 42 234 379

Total Inventory 0 16 64 80

Standing Inventory 17 2 1 20

Total # of Projects 5 6 7 18

Observed Sales Comparison Totals

Q2 2021 to Q3 2021 Q4 2021 to Q1 2022 % Change

High Rise Condominiums 635 103 -89%

Low Rise Condominiums 482 42 -91%

Attached Wall 207 234 13%

4

**The data provided in the tables above does not include Lake Country statistics within its’s calculations. 

Re-Sale Aggregates Q4 2021 - Q3 2022

High Rise Low Rise Attached Wall Totals

Total Sales 100 422 244 766

Total Active Listings Available 27 111 87 225

**The data provided in this single resale table above does not include Lake Country statistics within its’s calculations. 
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**The data provided in the tables above does not include Lake Country statistics within its’s calculations. 
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CENTRAL KELOWNA
Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The next release of the Movala, High Rise, project is expected to launch in the Spring of 2022.

•  The Concrete Low Rise project, 450 Parc, is currently selling its remaining available inventory at a price per 

square foot range of between $1,193 to $2,163. 

•  Sole Cawston, Low Rise, launched early Spring and sold out quickly. 

•  ONE Water Street, High Rise, is selling its final remaining units at a blended price per square foot of 

approximently $1,200.

• The final phase of Mission groups Aqua project, High Rise, is expected to start presales in the Summer of 2022.

New Development Sales Statistics

Active 
Projects

Sales
Unsold 
Inventory

Active Sales 
Range PSF

Active Sales Range Price
Active Sales 
Range SQFT

High Rise 
Condominiums

5 103 123 $820 - $1,214 $589,999 - $1,612,500 514 - 1,256

Low Rise 
Condominiums

3 7 11 $734 - $1,253 $1,171,660 - $2,363,880 1,243 - 1,960

Attached Wall 
4 8 17 $505 - $633 $716,728 - $1,299,988 1,276 - 1,955
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Central Kelowna has a cloudy rating due to the volume of proposed 
projects expected to be launched within the coming months.



RESALE MARKET SUMMARY

CENTRAL KELOWNA
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MLS Resale Statistics (product 15 years of age or less)

Active Listings Sold Listings

Active Listings Monthly Supply # % PSF DOM Active Sales Range (75% of sales)

High Rise 25 1.6 94 30% $822 39 $520,000 - $1,175,000

Low Rise 47 1.8 156 50% $592 34 $335,250 - $648,125

Attached Wall 36 3.3 65 21% $572 48 $650,000 - $1,150,000
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Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 RESALE MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 

•  As of the End of March 2022 total listings have decreased marginally by 7% when 

compared to levels observed in September 2021. High Rise condominiums inventory 

has seen the largest decline and is down 17 units, 41%, from our inventory snapshot 

taken in September 2021.

•  High Rise resale sales have seen the largest growth (19%) in sales over last 6 months 

to our last survey taken in 2021 Q2 & Q3, 94 and 79 units respectively. 

•  All three segments have seen the average price per square foot increase when 

compared to snapshot of inventory taken September 2021: Highrise 21% or +$147, 

Low Rise 14% or +$75, and Attached wall with 10% or +$52.

•  Micro/Bachelor units Saw significant growth in the average sale price for both the 

Low Rise (28% or $70,482) and High rise (24% or $76,157) segments observed sales 

for this survey.

MLS Resale by Unit Type

AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF

Micro/Bachelor 1 Bedroom 1 Bedroom + 2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom +

High Rise $389,907 $898 $515,008 $1,003 $564,906 $848 $754,339 $745 $949,500 $746 $1,348,625 $845 $1,881,817 $1,008

Low Rise $319,214 $854 $459,373 $708 $501,784 $659 $582,380 $559 $447,342 $376 $722,142 $469 $899,000 $740

2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom + 4 Bedroom

Attached Wall $743,099 $581 $795,787 $511 $825,018 $595 $1,065.134 $566 $1,095,000 $539
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MARKET SUMMARY

MISSION
Sunny rating due to lack of supply and the larger than average price per 
square foot when compared to other sectors, especially low-rise resale.

Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Dilworth Homes Kuipers Peak at South Ridge, townhomes, is currently taking registrants and set to come to 

market in the Fall of 2022.

•  4071 Lakeshore, Low Rise, launched during this survey and offers 8 “luxury penthouse” inspired homes. This 

project is the only active Low Rise project in this current survey within the Mission sector. 

•  4071 Lakeshore, Low Rise, inventory observed to be sold for over the last 6 months had an average 

blended price per finished square foot of $1,254 per finished sqft. This blended price per square foot figure 

positions 4071 Lakeshore in the top three developments with regards to this metric for all sectors in this 

survey. 
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New Development Sales Statistics

Active 
Projects

Sales
Unsold 
Inventory

Active Sales 
Range PSF

Active Sales Range Price
Active Sales 
Range SQFT

High Rise 
Condominiums

- - - - - -

Low Rise 
Condominiums

1 5 3 $1,257 - $1,278 $2,299,000 - $2,750,000 1,829 - 2,152

Attached Wall 
- - - - - -
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Low Rise Condominiums

Attached Wall



MARKET SUMMARY

MISSION
Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 RESALE MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Total resales have decreased for the period of 2021 Q4 & 2022 Q1 from 42 to 30 units 

when compared to our last survey that observed absorptions that took place in 2021 Q2 

& Q3.

•  Low Rise sold inventory saw its average days on market decrease by 33 days, this equates 

to roughly a 68% decrease from levels observed in our last survey.

•  The absorbed overall Low Rise price per square foot has risen by $46 or 9% when 

compared to our last survey.

•  The upper bound of the active sales range for Low Rise increased by $113,062 while the 

lower bound increased by $44,675 when compared to our last survey (2021 Q2 & Q3).

MLS Resale Statistics (product 15 years of age or less)

Active Listings Sold Listings

Active Listings Monthly Supply # % PSF DOM Active Sales Range (75% of sales)

High Rise - - - - - - -

Low Rise 4 2.2 11 37% $538 15 $470,550 - $737,425

Attached Wall 8 2.5 19 63% $455 32 $749,375 - $1,381,750
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MLS Resale by Unit Type

AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF

Micro/Bachelor 1 Bedroom 1 Bedroom + 2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom +

High Rise - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Low Rise - - - - $580,000 $706 $513,900 $520 $758,300 $463 - - - -

2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom + 4 Bedroom

Attached Wall $638,250 $532 - - $1,041,250 $462 $1,106,375 $435 $933,900 $450



MARKET SUMMARY

WILDEN
Wilden achieves a sunny rating for the consistent interest in attached wall 
product within this sector.
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Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 MARKET HIGHLIGHTS

•  Carrington homes had a very successful presale campaign with its second phase release of Block 20, a townhome 

project, almost sold out as fast as it was released (similar to the first phase). This phase of the project sold a 

blended average price per square foot of $411 ($10 average price per square increase when compared to Phase 1).

•  Vanmar developments Glenpark Row 2, townhomes, is currently taking registrants and expected to commence 

sales in the Summer of 2022.

•  The Peaks, townhomes, are expected to launch within the coming months with an anticipated starting price of 

$799,990.

New Development Sales Statistics

Active 
Projects

Sales
Unsold 
Inventory

Active Sales 
Range PSF

Active Sales Range Price
Active Sales Range 
SQFT

High Rise 
Condominiums

- - - - - -

Low Rise 
Condominiums

- - - - - -

Attached Wall 
- 26 - $386 - $427 $574,900 - $624,900 1,394 - 1,689
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Low Rise Condominiums

Attached Wall
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RESALE MARKET SUMMARY

WILDEN
Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 RESALE MARKET HIGHLIGHTS

•  Total Listings have increased slightly from our last observation made at the end 

September 2021 (5 units or 33%).

•  Three bedroom attached wall product proved to be the most popular product and 

bedroom combination with 28 sales observed and a growth in average price per 

square foot of $88, or 22%.

•  Over the last six months Low Rise two-bedroom units had an average blended price 

per square foot of $544 which is an increase of 23%, or $88, compared to our last 

survey conducted in 2021 Q2 and Q3.

•  Sold inventory for all product types within this sector has decreased to 82 units (-22 or 

-21%) units or when compared to the 104 units when compared to our last survey (2021 

Q2 & Q3).

MLS Resale Statistics (product 15 years of age or less)

Active Listings Sold Listings

Active Listings Monthly Supply # % PSF DOM Active Sales Range (75% of sales)

High Rise 2 2.0 6 7% $551 36 $622,500 - $1,055,625

Low Rise 6 1.0 38 46% $574 19  $383,875 - $550,625

Attached Wall 12 1.9 38 46% $478 24 $586,250 - $927,938

MLS Resale by Unit Type

AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF

Micro/Bachelor 1 Bedroom 1 Bedroom + 2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom +

High Rise - - - - - - $617,000 $516 $851,250 $569 - - - -

Low Rise - - $375,233 $667 $432,100 $585 $514,667 $544 $505,491 $547 - - - -

2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom + 4 Bedroom

Attached Wall $554,600 $516 $619,375 $491 $811,440 $486 $854,000 $445 $901,667 $491
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MARKET SUMMARY

MCKINLEY
Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The Mezzo project, duplex, sold its remaining inventory and is now sold out. This project comprised primarily 

three-bedroom style units with majority of units between 1,550 and 1,790 finished square feet.

•  Acorn homes third phase of Granite, Low Rise, has its final remaining three units reserved.

•  Hillside Terraces at McKinley, townhomes, is down to its final two units of the development which at the time 

of this survey were available at a blended average price per square foot of $649. The bulk of the units within 

this project we between 1,550 and 1,890 finished square feet.

New Development Sales Statistics

Active 
Projects

Sales
Unsold 
Inventory

Active Sales 
Range PSF

Active Sales Range Price
Active Sales 
Range SQFT

High Rise 
Condominiums

- - - - - -

Low Rise 
Condominiums

- - - - - -

Attached Wall 
1 6 2 $515 - $613 $799,563 - $949,900 1,550 - 1,552

11

McKinley finds itself with a sunny rating due significant price growth for 
resale and resale attached wall product.
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RESALE MARKET SUMMARY

MCKINLEY
Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 RESALE MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Overall Low Rise product has seen a substantial increase in the average price per 

square foot for sold resale product rising to $663 from the $497 observed within our 

last survey. This represents an Increase of $166 price per square foot or 33%.

•  The total number of listings in this sector has not improved in the most recent survey. 

With this being a very desirable sector within the greater Kelowna region the inventory, 

or lack thereof, has not kept pace with demand and failed to be replenished. This has 

been consistent for the last few semi-annual surveys.

•  Sales have been relatively consistent when compared to our current survey to our last 

survey (16 and 18 sales respectively) but in our opinion have been suppressed due to 

supply constraints for this highly sought-after sector.
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MLS Resale Statistics (product 15 years of age or less)

Active Listings Sold Listings

Active Listings Monthly Supply # % PSF DOM Active Sales Range (75% of sales)

High Rise - - - - - - -

Low Rise 2 1.2 10 63% $663 38 $375,813 - $954,125

Attached Wall 1 1.0 6 38% $633 17 $837,500 - $1,603,125
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MLS Resale by Unit Type

AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF

Micro/Bachelor 1 Bedroom 1 Bedroom + 2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom +

High Rise - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Low Rise - - $361,200 $591 - - $616,714 $629 - - $2,500,000 $1,047 - -

2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom + 4 Bedroom

Attached Wall $1,085,000 $676 $979,000 $716 $899,000 $564 $1,612,500 $536 - -
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LAKE COUNTRY
Sunny rating for Lake Country due to significant presale demand and 
consistent resale activity.

Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Dominiums Zara, Low Rise, has sold remaining inventory and is now sold out.

•  Lakeside estates, townhomes, are currently taking registrant for the 44 home that are anticipated to start in 

the high $600’s.

•  At the time of this survey Lake Country villas, duplex, had contracts on approximately 20% of the development. 

This development has the largest unit offerings for any attached wall product when compared to all sectors in 

this survey.
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New Development Sales Statistics

Active 
Projects

Sales
Unsold 
Inventory

Active Sales 
Range PSF

Active Sales Range Price
Active Sales Range 
SQFT

High Rise 
Condominiums

- - - - - -

Low Rise 
Condominiums

- 11 - $648 - $672 $729,900 - $892,400 1,095 - 1,305

Attached Wall 
1 7 13 $382 - $428 $723,650 - $1,293,650 1,896 - 3,019
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RESALE MARKET SUMMARY

LAKE COUNTRY
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Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 RESALE MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The upper bound of the active sales range for attached wall increased by $109,375 

while the lower bound increased by $32,250 when compared to our last survey 

(2021 Q2 & Q3).

•  Although sales and available inventory fell slightly (both by 4 units) this sector has 

remained fairly consistent in the face of supply issues that have plagued the entire 

region.

•  Three bedroom attached wall product proved to be the most popular product and 

bedroom combination with 20 sales observed and a growth in average price per 

square foot of $68, or 20%.

• Two bedroom Low Rise product accounted for 67% of all resale Low Rise sales and 

saw the average price of a home absorbed rise by $39,503, or 10% when compared 

to our last survey.

MLS Resale by Unit Type

AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF

Micro/Bachelor 1 Bedroom 1 Bedroom + 2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom +

High Rise - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Low Rise - - $395,000 $522 - - $443,492 $462 $647,450 $521 $559,2510 $385 - -

2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom + 4 Bedroom

Attached Wall $665,000 $482 $618,000 $473 $744,309 $410 $737,243 $416 $659,500 $347

MLS Resale Statistics (product 15 years of age or less)

Active Listings Sold Listings

Active Listings Monthly Supply # % PSF DOM Active Sales Range (75% of sales)

High Rise - - - - - - -

Low Rise 2 0.7 18 33% $463 21 $401,125 - $518,563

Attached Wall 7 1.2 36 67% $417 32 $597,250 - $873,125
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HIGHWAY 97
Sunny rating due lack of supply specifically with regards to presale 
inventory.

Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Watermark Groups Academy Ridge has sold out of all released inventory and is approximately one third done 

the development. The sale team is anticipating to release more units in the summer of 2022.

•  Troikas proposed townhome project near Dilworth Drive could lead to a much-needed injection of supply. The 

rezoning application is proposing 266 condominiums and 43 townhome style units.

•  Quail landing, townhomes, is set to bring 24 townhomes to the Quail golf course and come to market in the 

spring of 2021.
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New Development Sales Statistics

Active 
Projects

Sales
Unsold 
Inventory

Active Sales 
Range PSF

Active Sales Range Price
Active Sales 
Range SQFT

High Rise 
Condominiums

- - - - - -

Low Rise 
Condominiums

- - - - - -

Attached Wall 
- - - - - -
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High Rise Condominiums

Low Rise Condominiums

Attached Wall



RESALE MARKET SUMMARY

HIGHWAY 97 Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 RESALE MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Total listings have increased for Low Rise resale product by 10 units, while attached 

wall has seen no growth and consistently low levels of attached wall resale inventory 

available for purchase.

•  Low Rise observed sold inventory has decreased 54% when comparing our current 

survey (35 sales) to our previous survey that tracked resale sales during 2021 Q2 & Q3 

(77 sales).

•  Over the last six months Low Rise two-bedroom units had an average blended price 

per square foot of $587 which is an increase of 18%, or $89, compared to our last survey 

conducted in 2021 Q2 and Q3.

•  During our most recent survey the average price of a three-bedroom Low Rise condo 

has risen $67,880 while its average price per square foot has increased $107.
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MLS Resale Statistics (product 15 years of age or less)

Active Listings Sold Listings

Active Listings Monthly Supply # % PSF DOM Active Sales Range (75% of sales)

High Rise - - - - - - -

Low Rise 14 2.4 35 92% $578 34 $434,500 - $585,750

Attached Wall 1 2.0 3 8% $478 12 $641,175 - $735,000

MLS Resale by Unit Type

AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF

Micro/Bachelor 1 Bedroom 1 Bedroom + 2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom +

High Rise - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Low Rise - - $384,301 $501 $455,000 $587 $488,500 $587 $543,200 $536 $572,100 $602 - -

2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom + 4 Bedroom

Attached Wall $657,450 $495 - - $750,000 $446 - - - -
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RUTLAND
Sunny rating due to a reduction of both presale and resale inventory and 
increased demand in primarily the resale market. 

Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The Nest, townhomes, by Millennial Developments is expected to launch during the summer of 2022.

•  Soho, Low Rise condominium, sold all remaining inventory and is now sold out.

• This area which has traditionally been one of the more affordable sectors within this survey and currently has 

no active projects marketing.
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New Development Sales Statistics

Active 
Projects

Sales
Unsold 
Inventory

Active Sales 
Range PSF

Active Sales Range Price
Active Sales 
Range SQFT

High Rise 
Condominiums

- - - - - -

Low Rise 
Condominiums

- 2 - $523 - $538 $383,150 - $420,650 733 - 781

Attached Wall 
- - - - - -
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Low Rise Condominiums

Attached Wall



RESALE MARKET SUMMARY

RUTLAND Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 RESALE MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Total listings have decreased for low rise by 4 units, and attached wall by 2 units 

which represents a decrease of 31% and ~5% respectively, when compared to 

September 2021.

•  Total overall sales have decreased by 16 units, or 21%, when compared to our last 

survey that looked at resale sales in the Rutland sector for the period of 2021 Q2 & 

Q3.

•  The average price of a one-bedroom Low Rise style unit increased by $40,297, or 

13% when compared to attached wall product sold in 2021 Q2 & Q3.

•  Newer three bedroom attached wall product experienced the most sales (15 sales) 

when compared to any other segment in Rutland. This Three-bedroom segment 

also experienced quite a significant increase in its average sold price (+$102,760) 

which is due in part to some high-end inventory from tower ranch. When these 

higher end homes are removed the remaining homes average around $651,583.
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MLS Resale Statistics (product 15 years of age or less)

Active Listings Sold Listings

Active Listings Monthly Supply # % PSF DOM Active Sales Range (75% of sales)

High Rise - - - - - - -

Low Rise 9 1.6 34 58% $521 34 $246,988 - $481,738

Attached Wall 6 1.4 25 42% $407 35 $620,000 - $980,000

MLS Resale by Unit Type

AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF

Micro/Bachelor 1 Bedroom 1 Bedroom + 2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom +

High Rise - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Low Rise $240,600 $717 $340,911 $589 $420,467 $504 $416,191 $423 $499,600 $444 - - - -

2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom + 4 Bedroom

Attached Wall - - - - $727,527 $425 $756,417 $385 $658,333 $401
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BLACK MOUNTAIN
Sunny rating due lack of supply with regards to presale and resale 
inventory being almost non existent.

Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 

•  Ascend, townhomes, is rumoured to have pulled its final phase (phase 3) and is rumored to be re-purposed 

to purpose built rental.

•  The Yolanda Court townhome project could see over 70 townhomes brought to Kirschner Mountain.

•  Gallaghers Canyon has a proposed condominium that could bring 40 units to golf course. The proposal is 

comprised of a mix of one bedroom and den (8 units), two bedroom (30 units), and  two bedroom and den 

(2 units).
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New Development Sales Statistics

Active 
Projects

Sales
Unsold 
Inventory

Active Sales 
Range PSF

Active Sales Range Price
Active Sales 
Range SQFT

High Rise 
Condominiums

- - - - - -

Low Rise 
Condominiums

- - - - - -

Attached Wall 
- - - - - -
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Low Rise Condominiums

Attached Wall



RESALE MARKET SUMMARY

BLACK MOUNTAIN
Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 RESALE MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 

•  After not observing any available listings in our last two surveys we observed two 

attached wall style homes within our snapshot taken at the end of March 2022. 

This level of available listings over consecutive surveys only serves to underscore 

the desirability and lack of supply of this sector.

•  The upper bound of the active sales range for attached wall increased by $207,250 

while the lower bound increased by $41,250 when compared to our last survey 

(2021 Q2 & Q3).

• The average price per square foot for attached wall product has risen $66 which 

is roughly an 18% increase from our observation of homes sold within our last survey 

conducted for sale in 2021 Q2 & Q3.
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MLS Resale Statistics (product 15 years of age or less)

Active Listings Sold Listings

Active Listings Monthly Supply # % PSF DOM Active Sales Range (75% of sales)

High Rise - - - - - - -

Low Rise - - - - - - -

Attached Wall 2 1.7 7 100% $436 14 $586,250 - $916,250

MLS Resale by Unit Type

AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF

Micro/Bachelor 1 Bedroom 1 Bedroom + 2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom +

High Rise - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Low Rise - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom + 4 Bedroom

Attached Wall $577,500 $449 $826,000 $391 $747,500 $477 - - - -
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WEST KELOWNA
Sunny rating for having the largest share of sales when compared to any 
other sector in this survey with regards to presale sales.

Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 

•  The Lakeview Village, Low rise, projects first phase is sold out. Keep an eye out for the next phase which is 

planned to come to market in the Fall of 2022.

• The Arbor, townhomes, had a very successful presale campaign and sold out of the first two phase of the  

development in a very short time. The first two phases consisted 82 units and the typical home was just 

under 1,500 sqft.

• The third phase of the Carbury, townhomes, went to market on March 24, 2022 and had contracts on all 

units by March 31, 2022. This velocity of sales is sure to be a trend for future phases that are released due to 

the pent-up demand for attached wall product.

• Edgeview, townhomes, is set to bring 26 townhomes overlooking Shannon Lake and come to market in the 

spring of 2021.
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New Development Sales Statistics

Active 
Projects

Sales
Unsold 
Inventory

Active Sales 
Range PSF

Active Sales Range Price
Active Sales 
Range SQFT

High Rise 
Condominiums

- - - - - -

Low Rise 
Condominiums

2 28 2 $425 - $705 $509,900 - $856,150 989 - 1,395

Attached Wall 
2 194 45 $410 - $577 $604,900 - $978,000 1,350 - 1,920
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Low Rise Condominiums

Attached Wall



RESALE MARKET SUMMARY

WEST KELOWNA
Q4 2021 & Q1 2022 RESALE MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 

• Total listings for all product type have decreased by fifteen units, or 27%, when 

compared to our last snapshot taken near the end of September 2021. 

• Total sales for all product types have decreased by 37 units, or -18%,  when 

compared to our last survey that looked at sales that occurred during 2021 Q2 & 

Q3. Interestingly, the composition of what was absorbed remained fairly consistent 

with our last survey (75% Low Rise / 27% Attached Wall).

• Low Rise homes that sold in 2021 Q4 and 2022 Q1 saw an increase of $75, or +18%, 

with regards to the average price per square foot when compared to observations 

made in our last survey (2021 Q2 & Q3).

• Three-bedroom units represented 60% of the attached wall homes accounted for in 

this survey. They were units where the most popular attached wall style product and 

accounted for 60% of all attached wall resale sales observed in this survey. They 

experienced a slight growth in the average price per square foot of 1% or $5.
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MLS Resale Statistics (product 15 years of age or less)

Active Listings Sold Listings

Active Listings Monthly Supply # % PSF DOM Active Sales Range (75% of sales)

High Rise - - - - - - -

Low Rise 27 1.4 120 73% $493 33 $351,615 - $651,250

Attached Wall 14 1.9 45 27% $428 49 $621,000 - $978,000

MLS Resale by Unit Type

AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF AVG Price $PSF

Micro/Bachelor 1 Bedroom 1 Bedroom + 2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom +

High Rise - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Low Rise $281,500 $604 $349,310 $574 $367,631 $503 $508,374 $481 $592,722 $501 $665,818 $477 - -

2 Bedroom 2 Bedroom + 3 Bedroom 3 Bedroom + 4 Bedroom

Attached Wall $677,500 $396 $666,667 $450 $787,412 $451 $761,933 $397 $779,114 $366
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LOOKING BACK 
LOOKING BACK 

Reflecting on our “Looking Ahead” prognosis from the Fall 2021 OTM Edition we pretty much nailed our 

predictions with one critical error that we didn’t foresee.

You’ll recall that we talked about the seasonality of the market making Spring and Fall seasons more 

favourable to new project introductions. We anticipated more projects coming to market earlier in 2022. 

However, what we didn’t anticipate was the timing drag created by very busy soft trades (architects, 

designers etc.) and to a greater degree the “slammed” municipal planning departments up and down the 

valley. 

Where we did get it right was that the pent-up demand for travel did indeed translate to a bit of a Spring 

Break sales vacuum…it sure seemed that everyone who was allowed to headed to Mexico and Hawaii!

We also talked about hitting some price ceilings. However, with most of the 2022 projects pushing to summer 

and fall releases we’ll have to await that prediction.  That said, cost pressures will make pricing increases 

inevitable.

So we’ll be glancing at Spring in the rear view mirror as we focus squarely on what I am calling the “layer 

cake” summer with multiple project releases stacking up across July & August and into the Fall. 
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LOOKING AHEAD

Hey people, how about a little Dylan to help us peer into the future: 

Come gather ‘round people

Wherever you roam

And admit that the waters

Around you have grown

And accept it that soon

You’ll be drenched to the bone

If your time to you is worth savin’

Then you better start swimmin’

Or you’ll sink like a stone

For the times they are a-changin’

We had better be careful using the past 18 months’ incredible market velocity as our frame of reference going into the future. A more grounded approach based in experience and expertise and coupled with 

hard work and realistic time horizons is going to define successful projects as we enter a more precariously “balanced market”. We see overall interest slipping slightly, however the quality of demand will 

remain high and net out solid sales absorptions. Buyers will simply have more opportunity for research and due diligence alongside growing supply so there won’t be any room for laziness in design, positioning, 

marketing and sales. The rising waters saved most of those projects last year but it won’t in the future and there still may be some casualties. Government interventions are rearing their head and the market 

seems to be responding accordingly. The good news for the Okanagan is that the emotional desires to live and own here will continue to outweigh the reasons not to. We believe this translates into, likely for 

the first time in our recent history, a market that is better prepared than most to weather coming headwinds. Over 99% of buyers are still domestically based and therefore one cautionary note is around 

overall product price ceilings, it appears we may be bumping up against the top end as projects absorb inflationary cost pressures. There is good news on a couple fronts. Firstly, buyers appear realistic in their 

expectations of rising values and the cost to enter the market. Secondly, many buyers share the belief that real estate is a very good hold during times like these. So yes, the times they are a-changing however 

the Okanagan is better prepared than ever to navigate through the coming months!
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EPIC REAL ESTATE SOLUTIONS 

ON THE MARK We’re in the business of building connections, each month we speak with countless developers, Realtors 

and homebuyers. Insights from these powerful conversations complement our comprehensive 

market data and help guide our developer partners’ projects. Strategically aligning each real estate 

offering with the needs and desires of our target buyers ensures we consistently lead the market and 

navigate potential risks.

Collectively, our team brings more than 100 years of real estate experience and a proven track record 

spanning the country and the globe. We’ve been in the Okanagan for nearly 20 years, building a 

deep understanding of this market in all housing forms. Our successes encompass everything from 

townhomes to mid-and high-rise condo projects to master-planned communities.

Our best-in-class expertise, passion for excellence, and strong developer mindset elevate our 

market advantage. We’re trusted partners who have built our careers alongside award-winning 

developers, and we understand the industry and its unique challenges and opportunities. As a part 

of the Peerage Group of companies – one of Canada’s largest brokerage collaboratives, we further 

amplify our value with direct access to a national network of realtors and industry-leading know-

how.

Ultimately, we love transforming dreams into reality — for our developer partners and homeowners.

CONTACT EPIC:

 
PHONE: 250.861.3742

WEBSITE: www.epicres.com 

EMAIL: homes@epicrealestate.com 

ADDRESS: 307-1350 St. Paul Street, Kelowna, BC

What is the hottest new recreational real estate product coming to market?

Anyone know someone with $60,000 fifth wheel sitting in their driveway? How about an extra $500,000 in equity 

in their home? Like lakes and “glamping”? Voila…stratafied recreational RV lots. As Yoda would say…gaining 

popularity, this concept is!

Alberta? By all accounts the real estate market is coming back to life after nearly 10 years of being in the 

doldrums. What does it mean for the Okanagan?

15 years ago the Albertans were the lone driving force for out-of-town demand. Now that they can divest of their 

real estate assets will we see some of that equity flow westward? Did travel challenges during Covid make the 

Okanagan more attractive than our arch rival of Vancouver Island?

How will rising interest rates affect the market? 

Are you over 55 and remember the interest rate on your first home? Mine was 7.5% in the early 90’s. My parents, 

who loved reminding me, were at 18% in 1980. However, later generations have very different expectations as rates 

have been at record lows for nearly 15 years. How will it effect buying patterns? 
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Knew obtains comprehensive information on each project through the use of ‘secret’ shoppers, 

conversation with sales staff, models and other proprietary sources depending on the stage of 

construction of any given development. Features, incentives and effectiveness of sales staff are some 

for the many things we log and store in our proprietary database to provide you with the most up to 

date and reliable data in the valley. In the rare circumstances a project is missed in any given survey, 

due to frequency of data collection and for the sake of this analysis, the results are extrapolated based 

off of velocity of absorptions observed since the products launch and adjusted for seasonality.

 

PREVIOUS SURVEY

The previous survey was conducted between the beginning of 2021 Q1 to the end of 2021 Q3. The 

snapshot of available inventory for the previous survey was take at the end of 2021 Q3. 
 

WHY KNEW?

Knew Realty Research (Knew) is your local, Okanagan residential real estate expert. We are at the 

forefront of innovation when it comes to understanding and reporting the current status and upcoming 

trends in communities and neighborhoods across the greater Kelowna region. Keep your eyes peeled 

for our upcoming software release of “Knew Home Data” which will give you the tools to conduct market 

analysis on a Micro and Macro level. Sign up on out website or give us a call to learn more. 

In addition to our software, we also maintain a variety of datasets and provide custom reporting 

solutions to give your team tools that allow you too make data driven decisions. Some examples below:

– Single family development construction status & lot inventory

– Primary and secondary rental market data

– Custom reporting

– A more detailed analysis of the data found in this report

Want to get a bit more granular? Want a custom solution tailored for you? Give us a call and we would 

love to talk shop.

250-433-1358

INFO@KNEWRESEARCH.COM 

RICHARD KUPROWSKY

METHODOLOGY 

Knew Realty Research Inc. (Knew) has been retained by Epic Real Estate Solutions to provide aggregate data on the 

multifamily residential within the greater Kelowna region. Within this report we look at the following types of multifamily 

product:

– Attached Wall - Duplex or Townhome product

– High Rise - Greater than 6 stories

– Low Rise - Less than or equal to 6 stories

 

GENERAL GEOGRAPHY 

Greater Kelowna- region refers to the municipal boundaries of Kelowna, West Kelowna and Westbank First Nations. 

Lake Country – The district of Lake Country. 

 

TIMELINE

Market surveys of available new home inventory are conducted Semi annually every September and March, 

Respectively. This analysis in this report is based off of observations made during March 2022 market survey. Resale 

data is acquired through a snapshot of available inventory at the end of the first quarter of 2021 and sold data 

between the beginning of 2021 Q4 and the end of 2022 Q1.  

 

MULTIFAMILY PROJECT DATA – NEW HOME SALES

Knew obtains comprehensive information on each project through the use of ‘secret’ shoppers, conversation with sales 

staff, models and other proprietary sources depending on the stage of construction of any given development. Features, 

incentives and effectiveness of sales staff are some for the many things we log and store in our proprietary database to 

provide you with the most up to date and reliable data in the valley. In the rare circumstances a project is missed in any 

given survey, due to frequency of data collection and for the sake of this analysis, the results are extrapolated based off 

of velocity of absorptions observed since the products launch and adjusted for seasonality.

RESEARCH & METHODOLOGY

OUR DATA PARTNERS

26Sunny Cloudy Rainy

LEGEND

Sunny, Cloudy & Rainy depict the current market conditions within 

each market in the Kelowna & Central Okanagan neighbourhoods. 

In regards to new development and re-sale market performance.
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